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BULK GROWER BAMBOO STAKES 
2’ X 4/6 MM BULK GREEN BAMBOO 
STAKES 
Round green dyed Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 1/5” in 
diameter x 2’ tall. 
Order #: 40-0246 –1000 per bale 

 

3’X 8/10 MM NATURAL BAMBOO STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes 
approximately 3/8” diameter x 3’ tall. 
Order #: 18-0306 –1000 per bale 

 

4’ X 12/14 MM NATURAL 
CANE STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 1/2” in 
diameter and 4’ tall. 
Order #: 40-0408 –250 per bale 

 

5’ X 12/14 MM NATURAL BAMBOO STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 1/2” in 
diameter x 5’ tall. 
Order #: 40-051012 –250 per bale 

 

5’X10/12 MM GREEN BAMBOO STAKES 
Round green dyed Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 7/16” 
in diameter x 5’ tall. 
Order #: 40-0510 –250 per bale 

 

6’ X 12/14 MM NATURAL BAMBOO STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 1/2” in 
diameter x 6’ tall.  Skinniest of 3-6’ stake choices. 
Order #: 40-0612 –250 per bale 

 

6’ X 15/17 MM NATURAL BAMBOO STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 2/3” in 
diameter x 6’ tall.  Medium weight of 3-6’ stake choices. 
Order #: 40-0615 –200 per bale 

 

 

6’ X 18/20 NATURAL BAMBOO STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 3/4” in 
diameter x 6’ tall.  Heaviest weight of 3-6’ stake choices. 
Order #: 40-0618 –100 per bale 

7’ X 16/18 MM BULK GREEN BAMBOO 
STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 2/3” in 
diameter x 84” tall. 
Order #: 40-71820 –100 per bale 

 

8’ X 24/26 MM NATURAL BAMBOO STAKES 
Round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes approximately 1” in di-
ameter by 8’ tall. 
Order #: 40-082450 –50 per bale 

 

12’ X 26/28 MM NATURAL BAMBOO CANES 
Giant round natural Tonkin bamboo stakes from China approxi-
mately 1” diameter x 12” tall to support crops or use for trel-
lises, design and décor. 
Order #: 40-01224 –25 per bale 

 

SPLIT BAMBOO STAKES 
12” X 3/5MM GREEN DYED SPLIT BAMBOO 
STAKES 
Larger Tonkin bamboo stakes split or quartered into “pie 
shaped” but very strong 12” split stakes.  Often used on mums 
and pot crops. 
Order #: 40-0120 –5000 per bale 

 

18” X 4/6MM GREEN DYED SPLIT BAMBOO 
STAKES 
Larger Tonkin bamboo stakes split or quartered into “pie 
shaped” but very strong 18” split stakes.  Often used on mums 
and pot crops. 
Order #: 40-0155 –5000 per bale 

 

16”X3/5MM GREEN DYED SPLIT BAMBOO 
Round stakes split or quartered to make strong, thin 16” tall 
stakes usually used for potted plants. 
Order #: 40-0160 –5000 per bale 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
BAMBOO STAKES  

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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24” X 4/6MM GREEN DYED SPLIT BAMBOO 
Round stakes split or quartered to make strong, thin, 24” tall 
stakes usually used for potted plants. 
Order #: 40-0240 –2500 per bale 

 

RETAIL PACKS OF BAMBOO STAKES 
2’ BAMBOO STAKES  
4-6 mm (approximately 1/4”) average cane diameter on Tonkin 
bamboo 
Order #: 18-1225 –natural –25 per pack 
Order #; 18-12252 –bale of 25 packs of 25 

 

3’ BAMBOO STAKES  
6-8 mm (approximately 1/4”) average can diameter on Tonkin 
bamboo 
Order #: 18-1325 –natural –25 per pack 
Order #: 18-13251 –bale of 25 packs of 25 

 

4’ BAMBOO STAKES  
8-10 mm (approximately 3/8”) average can diameter on Tonkin 
bamboo 
Order #: 18-1425 –natural –25 per pack 
Order #: 18-1424 –bale of 15 packs of 25 

 

BAMBOO TRELLIS 
36” BAMBOO FAN TRELLIS 
Bale of natural bamboo stakes preassembled into a fan trellis 
with 3 verticals and 4 horizontal members. 
Order #: 40-BFT36 –50 per bale 

 

48” BAMBOO FAN TRELLIS #BFT48 
Bale of natural bamboo stakes preassembled into a fan trellis 
with 3 verticals and 4 horizontal members. 
Order #: 40-BFT48 –50 per bale 

 

 

 

 

DECORATIVE BAMBOO 
6’ TALL X 8’ LONG FENCE BAMBOO 

Roll of decorative screen fencing made of 
natural bamboo 6’ tall and wired together 
in 8’ roll up panels. 

Order #: 40-BF02 –sold as roll 

 

6’ X 15’ REED DECORATIVE FENCING  
Rolls of 6’ tall decorative reeds wired together in a roll you can 
roll out to use as decorative fence in front of chain link.  Use as 
a fence or divider or use as a floor mat. 
Order #: 40-096153 –sold as each –2 per bale 

 

10’ X 3” DIAMETER BAMBOO POLE 
Giant decorative natural Tonkin bamboo used to build yard 
structures, to stake large trees or for yard décor. 
Order #: 40-BM10072 –15 per bale 

 

BAMBOO STAKE ACCESSORIES 
3.25” DIAMETER POLY GRO TRIANGLE 
PYRAMID CAPS FOR BAMBOO STAKES 
Flexible green plastic triangle frame is designed to hold 3 thin 
bamboo canes upright creating a triangular column about 3.5” in 
‘diameter’. 

Order #: 40-GROT2 –100 per bag 

 

6” PLASTIC PLANT RING W/3 SEGMENTS 
6” diameter plastic rings divided into 3 
segments to mount on bamboo stake in 
center hole and contain a crop in pot, like 
flowering tulips or calla lilies, potted mums 
or other top heavy crops. 
Order #: 40-PS62 –50 per bag 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
BAMBOO STAKES,  TREL LIS  &  ACCESSO RIES 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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RUBBER TRELLIS CAP FOR 3 BAMBOO 
STAKES 
These small Tyne rubber caps accept and position 
3-2’, 3’ or 4’ tall bamboo stakes into a pyramid 
ready to use with mandevilla, clematis or other 
vining crops. 
Order #: 40-RTC100 –100 per box 

 

BAMBOO “U” TRELLIS 
18” BAMBOO “U” TRELLIS #BTN24 
Bale of 1/4” natural bamboo stakes bent and shaped to make an 
18” tall “U”.  Use 1 or 2 per pot or nursery can with vining 
crops. 
Order #: 40-BTN24 –100 per bale 

 

36” BAMBOO “U” TRELLIS #BTN36     
[special Order Item] 
Bale of natural bamboo stakes bent and shaped to make a 36” 
tall “U”.  Use 1 or 2 per pot or nursery can with vining crops. 
Order #: 40-BTN36 –50 per bale 

 

48” BAMBOO “U” TRELLIS #BTN48  
Bale of natural bamboo stakes bent and shaped to make a 48” 
tall “U”.  Use 1 or 2 per pot or nursery can with vining crops. 
Order #: 40-0204 –50 per bale 

 

WIRE “U” TRELLIS 
WIRE “U” TRELLIS FOR 1 GALLON CAN 
Galvanized wire “U” frame to use in 1 gallon can.  Use 1 or 2 
“U”s criss crossed on your vining crops to add extra value. 
Order #: 40-61 –50 per case 

 

WIRE “U” TRELLIS FOR 2 GALLON CAN 
Twelve gauge galvanized wire “U” frame to use in 2 gallon 
can.  Use 1 or 2 “U”s criss-crossed to add extra value to your 
vining crops. 
Order #: 40-62 –50 per case 

 

 

PLASTIC POT  TRELLIS/TRIPODS 
6 7/8” X 11” PLASTIC LATTICE TRELLIS 
Small plastic fan trellis by Duraco 6 7/8” wide x 11” tall.  Great 
to use in 4 to 6 1/2” pots to merchandise vining plants. 
Order #: 18-0509 –sold as each –36 per case 

 

9 3/8” X 15 3/8” PLASTIC LATTICE TRELLIS 
Largest plastic fan trellis by Duraco 9 3/8” wide x 15 3/8” tall.  
Great to use in 5 1/2” to 8” pots to merchandise vining plants. 
Order #: 18-0510 –sold as each –24 per case 

 

GREEN CLIP-ON 20” TALL TRELLIS 
20” tall green colored plastic trellis by Tyne of England to clip 
on 1 gallon can or 6 1/2” pot for vining crops. 
Order #: 40-PS11G –50 per box 

 

24” TRIPOD PLASTIC PLANT  
SUPPORTS [special order item] 
24” tall plastic legs that go in pot and looks like a pyra-
mid form for containing or training vining crops.  Has a 
number of little notch guides on each leg to catch and 
hold vine. 
Order #: 40-TR24 –50 per box 

 

32” TRIPOD PLASTIC PLANT SUPPORTS 
32” tall plastic legs that go in pot and looks like a pyramid form 
for containing or training vining crops.  Has a number of little 
notch guides on each leg to catch and hold vine. 
Order #: 40-TR32 –50 per box 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
“U” TRELLIS ,  TOTEM PO LES & POT TREL LIS /TRIP ODS 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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TREE TIE & STAKING ACCESSORIES 
15” RETAIL TREE STAKE KIT 
DeWitt tree staking kit with 3-15” tall stakes, 
tree rope and tree slings.  1 kit needed for each 
tree. 
Order #: 54-225091 –sold as each –14 per case 

 

32” BULK TREE STRAPS 
DeWitt black polypropylene straps for supporting your trees to 
vertical stakes. 
Order #: 54-225080 –24 per bag 

 

20” BULK TREE SLINGS  
DeWitt black polypropylene slings for       
supporting tree to vertical stakes.  Our most 
popular size. 
Order #: 40-TSL –60 per pack 

 

 

3500’ TREE ROPE BULK 
DeWitt black tree rope in our largest 3500’ bulk roll to keep on 
landscaping truck or nursery service trailer. 
Order #: 54-2015 –sold as roll 

 

TREE ROPE BULK 950 FT, 5 LB 
DeWitt black tree rope in a 950’ roll that is convenient for land-
scapers to carry where needed. 
Order #: 54-2010 –sold as roll 

 

TYING TWINE BULK 4500 FT 
Our largest roll of DeWitt white tying twine.  Great to secure 
trees on trucks, rope car trunks down, etc. 
Order #: 54-2009 –sold as roll 

 

POLY TWINE-RETAIL 1050 FT 
DeWitt white tying twine in a 1050’ long retail   
labeled roll. 
Order #: 54-2008 –sold as roll –14 per case 

 

11” BLACK ZIP TIES 
DeWitt black electrical style “pull through” and locking zip ties, 
to hold shade cloth in place at grommets, secure poly pipe to 
angles, etc. 
Order #: 5150115 –100 per pack 

 

TREE TIES & CLIPS 
4 1/2” LONG SECURING CLIP F/3 MM WIRE 
Black plastic clip from Tyne in England with notches on both 
ends to secure on 3mm wire to hold tree trunks to wire and 
prevent blowover. 
Order #: 40-SC53 –100 per box 

 

5 1/2” LONG SECURING CLIP F/5 MM WIRE 
Black plastic clip from Tyne in England with notches on both 
ends to secure on 5mm wire to hold tree trunks to wire and 
prevent blowover. 
Order #: 40-SC55 –100 per box 

 

9 1/4” LONG SECURING CLIP F/4MM WIRE 
Black plastic clip from Tyne of England with notches on both 
ends to secure on 4mm wire to hold tree trunks to wire and 
prevent blowover. 
Order #: 40-SC60 –100 per box 

 

PLASTIC ADJUSTABLE 5” LONG SHRUB 
TIE 
Tyne black plastic “pull through” ties that you can adjust in 
size and tightness as shrub grows. 
Order #: 40-TP125 –500 per box 

SUPER SOFT TREE TIE 1/2”X12” 
Smallest black soft rubber tree tie from Tyne in 
England to hold tree trunks to stake or support 
wire. 
Order #: 40-TP30 –50 per box 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
TREETIE & STAKING ACCESSO RIES,  TREETIES  & CLIPS 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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SUPER SOFT TREE TIE 5/8”X14” 
Medium black soft rubber tree tie from Tyne in England to hold 
tree tunks to stake or support wire. 
Order #: 40-TP35 –50 per box 

 

SUPER SOFT TREE TIE 7/8”X15” 
Longer black soft rubber tree tie from Tyne in England to hold 
tree trunks to stake or support wire. 
Order #: 40-TP40 –50 per box 

 

SUPER SOFT TREE TIE 7/8”X23” 
Longest black soft rubber tree tie from Tyne in England to hold 
tree trunks to stake or support wire. 
Order #: 40-TP60 –50 per box 

 

PROLOCK TREE TIE 250’ REEL#1101 
Dimex roll of black plastic locking chain to use in 
staking trees, grape vines or other crops.  Cut the 
length you need, pull the rectangular chain 
through slot and twist to secure. 
Order #: 40-799200 –sold per roll 

 

GREENHOUSE  TWINE 
 GREEN 4 PLY TWINE-2 LB CONE 
Green twine often used to tie up floral pot crops like pot mums.   
Green blends in with foliage so twine is not easily noticed. 
Order #: 40-65342 –sold per roll 

 

GREENHOUSE CROP CLIPS 
EVERLASTING STAKE FASTENERS 
Triangular wire clip with notch to sit on state to hold crop to 
bamboo stake. 
Order #: 40-381 –500 per box 

 

LIGHTNING WIRE PLANT TIES 
Round open wire clip with notch at back to secure crops to 
stakes or wire 
Order #: 40-382 –1000 per box 

 

HILLIS COPPER HOG RINGS 
Hog rings used to secure Aspen pad frames or wire panel bench 
top sections, etc. 
Order #: 40-388 –100 per box 

 

TWIST-EMS 
100’ GREEN PLASTIC TWIST-EMS W/

CUTTER 
100 ft. roll of plastic twist-ems with cutter to cut 
your own length ties.  Wire reinforced plastic tie. 
Order #: 40-0100 –sold per roll –12 rolls per carton 

 

4” GREEN PLASTIC TWIST-EMS TIE 
4” x 5/32” precut plastic twist-ems with wire reinforcement 
Order #: 40-204 –2000 per box 

 

6” GREEN PLASTIC TWIST-EMS TIE 
6” x 5/32” precut plastic twist-ems with wire reinforcement 
Order #: 40-206 –2000 per box 

 

7” GREEN PLASTIC TWIST-EMS TIE 
7” x 5/32” precut plastic twist-ems with wire reinforcement 
Order #: 40-35706 –2000 per box 

 

8” GREEN PLASTIC TWIST-EMS TIE 
8” x 5/32” precut plastic twist-ems with wire reinforcement 
Order #: 40-2081 –2000 per box 

 

8” PAPER TIES WITH WIRE 
T&T brand green paper 8” precut ties with wire reinforce-
ment in retail sales package. 
Order #: 40-2082 –100 per pack –30 packs per display 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
TREETIES & CLIPS,  TWINE,  CROP CLIPS & TWIST-EMS 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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MIRACLE TIE & ACCESSORIES 
Miracle Tie is a soft, vinyl tape from 
Max in Japan.  This material will not 
girdle your trees or plants as it will 
stretch and expand as the trunk or 
stem grows. 

 

1” GREEN GARDEN TIE 6 MIL 200’ 
Heavy 1” wide Miracle tie to hand tie crops to support stakes, 
etc. 
Order #: 40-3420 –sold as roll –12 per tube 

 

1” GREEN GARDEN TIE 8 MIL 150’ 
Heaviest 1” wide Miracle tie to hand tie crops to support stakes, 
etc. 
Order #: 40-3421 –sold as roll –12 per tube 

 

1/2” GREEN GARDEN TIE 4 MIL 120’ 
Small, short rolls of 1/2” lightweight green Miracle tie. 
Order #: 40-3440 –sold as roll –24 per tube 

 

1/2” GREEN GARDEN TIE 4 MIL 300’ 
Lightweight 1/2” green Miracle tie.  Use to hand tie crops or use 
in Max Tapener. 
Order #: 40-3400 –sold as roll –24 per tube 

 

1/2” GREEN GARDEN TIE 6 MIL 200’ 
Medium weight 1/2” green Miracle tie.  Use to hand tie crops or 
use in Max Tapener. 
Order #: 40-3401 –sold as roll –24 per tube 

 

1/2” GREEN GARDEN TIE 8 MIL 150’ 
Heavy weight 1/2” green Miracle tie.  Use to hand tie crops or 
use in Max Tapener. 
Order #: 40-3402 –sold as roll –24 per tube 

 

 

 

MAX TAPENER HT-B2 
Very handy tool from Japan to really speed 
up crop staking operations. Use rolls of 
1/2” Miracle tie and staples to speed up 
your crop tying efforts. Push throat of tool 
around tree trunk and stake, squeeze and 

it will cut, staple and secure your plant to its stake. 
Order #: 40-3704 –sold as each 

 

604-E STAPLES FOR MAX  
TAPENER HT-B2 
Staples to use with Max Tapener 
Order #: 40-3708 –4800 per box 

 

SERRATED BLADES FOR MAX TAPENER 
HT-B2 
Replacement blades for Max Tapener 
Order #: 40-3711 –3 per pack 

 

1/2 MIXED FLAGGING TAPE  
4 MIL 300’ 
Use these bright assorted colors of garden tie to 
mark orders for different customers or to indi-
cate different crop treatments. 
Order #: 40-3608 –sold as roll –24 per tube 

 

TREE TRUNK PROTECTORS 

WEED WHACKER GUARD 6” 
Walter Clark heavy vinyl tree guard to go around bottom 6” of 
young trees to protect from weed eaters. 
Order #: 40-185320 –3 guards per card 

WHITE VINYL SPIRAL TREE GUARDS 
Provide protection from rodents and deer.  Helps pre-
vent frost damage.  Protects from damage caused by 
mowing and line trimmers.  Reusable.  Simply begin at the 
base of tree and wrap upward. 
Order #: 40-5424 –24” tall –sold as each  
Order #: 40-5436 –36” tall –sold as each  

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
TWIST-EMS & MIRACLE TIE &  A CCESSO RIES 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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ARBOR GUARD BULK AG-9 TREE GUARDS 
Our heaviest plastic tree trunk guards from Dimex.  These 9” 
tall snap around guards provide protection for young trees. 
Order #: 40-94 –sold as each –100 per case 

 

TREE WRAP 
3” X 50’ BROWN PAPER TREE WRAP 
Walter Clark brown tar paper tree wrap helps 
protect trees from sunscald, severe frost, ro-
dents, windburn and lawn trimmers.  Preserves 
moisture content of bark and prevents excessive 
dripping. 
Order #: 40-5350 –sold per roll, 24 per display 

 

4” X 150’ BROWN PAPER TREE WRAP 
Walter Clark brown paper tree wrap helps protect trees from 
sunscald, severe frost, rodents, windburn and lawn trimmers.  
Preserves moisture content of bark and prevents excessive drip-
ping. 
Order #: 40-54150 –sold per roll 

 

PLASTIC POND & TREE NETTING 
Protects fruit and berries from thieving 
birds and other garden pests.  Durable poly-
propylene mesh with UV inhibitors. 

 

14’ X 75’ PROTECTIVE NETTING 
3/4” black mesh size 
Order #: 40-BN5 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

7’ X 10’ POND AND POOL NETTING 
Small 3/8” black mesh size stops even the smallest 
debris.  Keeps falling leaves out of ponds and pools, 
and protects goldfish and koi from cats and other 
predators.  Packed in clear plastic package with con-
sumer label. 
Order #: 40-PN10 –sold as each –18 per case 

 

 

14’ X 14’ POND AND POOL NETTING 
3/4” black mesh size 
Order #: 40-PN1414 –sold as each –8 per case 

 

28’ X 28’ POND & POOL NETTING 
3/4” black mesh size 
Order #: 40-PN28 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

CONSUMER PLASTIC  MESH TRELLIS 
5’ X 15’ DALEN PLUS TRELLIS  

Polypropylene web trellis or mesh netting to 
stretch down from house eave frame or over ar-
bor or other frame to train climbing or vining 
plants. 
Order #: 40-215500 –sold as each –12 per case 

 

 

GROWER PLASTIC MESH TRELLIS 
48” X 328’ HORTONOVA FA9 WHITE 
White plastic plant support netting with 6” square openings.  
Stretched horizontally to support cut flowers like carnations or 
snapdragons.  Used in research greenhouses to support wheat 
or other small grains. 
Order #: 40-48328 –sold per roll 

 

LEAF & GRASS CARRIER 
LEAF & GRASS CARRIER 8’ X 8’ 
[discontinued when sold] 
Fabric carrier to gather leaves, weeds or grass and then fold up 
corners to tote to trash or compost pile. 
Order #: 40-LGT8 –sold as each –8 per case 

 

GREENHOUSE TOMATO VINE CLIPS 
21MM PLASTIC SNAP VINE CLIPS 
White plastic vine clips from Canada with tab at hinge to secure 
support twine and then snap around twine and tomato stem and 
clips together to hold vine.  Count on at least 20 per green-
house grown tomato produced in suspended upright style. 
Order #: 40-190 –10000 per case 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
TREE TRUNK PROTE CTORS,  T REE WRAP & POND & TREE NETTING 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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INFLATABLE PREDATORS 
2’ INFLATABLE OWL 
Can reduce crop losses up to 50%-protects fruit 
trees, berries and vegetable gardens.  Effective in 
repelling small animals.  Also deters birds from 
decks, rafters, barns, docks, sailboats, etc. 
Order #: 40-NEOR –sold as each –12 per case 

 

6’ INFLATABLE SNAKE 
Help reduce fruit tree and vegetable crop losses by 
up to 50%.  Realistic 6 ft. snake is especially effective 
against birds.  Also can be used on decks, window 
ledges, barns, boathouses, docks, etc. 
Order #: 40-NESR –sold as each –12 per case 

 

TOMATO WIRE CAGES 

33” TOMATO WIRE CAGE 12 X 33 
12” diameter at base, 33” tall 12 gauge metal wire cage with 
rings to support tomato crop.  Also used by growers for 5 gal-
lon crops. 
Order #: 40-33 –25 per bundle 

 

WOOD TRELLIS 
4’ FAN TRELLIS 22” x 48”  
[discontinued when sold] 
Austram wood fan trellis 
Order #: 40-812303 –sold as each –6 per case 
 

6’ FAN TRELLIS 34” X 72”  
[discontinued when sold] 
Austram wood fan trellis 
Order #: 40-806314 –sold as each 
 

24”X82” COUNTRY HOUSE TRELLIS 
[discontinued when sold] 
Austram wood trellis with heart shape in middle 
Order #: 40-806301 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

 

6’ UPRIGHT TRELLIS [discontinued when sold] 
34” x 72” Austram wood trellis 

Order #: 40-806313 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

6’ COLONIAL TRELLIS [discontinued when sold] 
32” x 72” Austram wood trellis 
Order #: 40-806312 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

34”X80” DIAMOND BOX TRELLIS 
[discontinued when sold] 
Austram wood trellis 
Order #: 40-806309 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

METAL TRELLIS 
48” PYRAMID TRAINER 

Austram metal pyramid trellis 
Order #: 40-610735 –sold as each –10 per case 

 

 

 

DECORATIVE HOOKS & CHAINS 
DOUBLE SCROLL HOOK/BRONZE 
Austram bronze colored metal double scroll hook to mount on 
wall or tree to hold your hanging baskets. 
Order #: 40-806818 –sold as each –6 per case 

 

12” EXTENSION HOOK-WHITE 
Austram white metal hook to suspend hanging baskets 
down on extra 12”. 
Order #: 58-14016 –sold as each –12 per case 

 

 

SCREW HOOKS WHITE 
Austram white metal hooks to screw into wood beams or other 
strong framing to support hanging baskets, etc. 
Order #: 58-14038 –3 per pack –12 packs per case 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
MESH T RELLIS ,  LEAF & GRASS  CAR RIER,  VINE  CLI PS & INFLATABLE PRE DATORS 

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  
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HEAVY ALUMINUM  
HANGING BASKET “S” HOOKS 

20” ALUMINUM ROD “S” PLANT HANG-
ING HOOKS 
Heavy 1/4” aluminum rod bent into “S” hook to go over green-
house frame or purlin and drop 20” with hook to suspend hang-
ing baskets.  Use hooks to double your hanging baskets by mak-
ing high row on the purlin and low row 20” lower on “S” hooks. 
Order #: 40-1761020 –sold as each 

 

GALVANIZED STEEL HANGING  
BASKET “S” HOOKS 

12” WIRE “S” PLANT HANGING 
HOOKS 
Galvanized wire hooks to suspend baskets 12” lower 
Order #: 40-91 –500 per case 

 

18” WIRE “S” PLANTING HOOKS 
Galvanized wire hooks to suspend baskets 18” lower 
Order #: 40-92 –500 per case 

 

24” WIRE “S” PLANTING HOOKS 
Galvanized wire hooks to suspend baskets 24” lower  
Order #: 40-93 –500 per case 

 

NURSERY CAN SPACERS/SUPPORT 
6” PLASTIC POT SUPPORT CLIP 
Tyne black plastic pot spacers from England.  
Clips over rims of 2 different pots to hold 
them upright at 6” even spacing between con-
tainers. 
Order #: 40-PC6 –100 per box 

 

12” PLASTIC POT SUPPORT CLIP 
Tyne black plastic pot spacers from England.  Clips over rims of 
2 different pots to hold them upright at 12” even spacing be-
tween containers. 
Order #: 40-PC12 –100 per box 

STAKES & PLANT SUPPORTS 
TOMATO CROP AI DS,  WIRE CAGES & WOOD TRE LLIS  

To Order  Ca l l :  405 .787 .4833 or  1 .800 .522 .3376  
Pr ices  subject  to change without not ice  


